
         
 
 
 
EG 920-2028  DIGITAL HOUR COUNTER 
 
OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Connecting the wire 
The digital hour counter, Service remember, can be mount in the desired location using double side 
tape. For best results when using tape, be sure to clean off any dirt, grease and oil from the desired 
mounting location using a suitable solvent such as denatured alcohol. 
 
Find a suitable route to run the pick-up wire to the spark plug wire. It is not critical how the wire is 
routed. It can be put into existing wire harnesses or wrapped around and taped to the metal support. Be 
cautious of keeping wire clear of extreme temperature from hot engine parts, such as mufflers, etc. 
Wire damage (cuts or burns) will cause the wire to short and the hour counter will stop working. Wire 
damage is not under warranty. 
 
The RED WIRE should be slipped over an insulated section of the spark plug wire using about 4 turns. 
Note that you do no wrap the red wire too close to the spark plug that engine vibration will allow it 
come into direct contact with the metal portion of the spark plug. Most engines have a spark plug cap 
and will prevent this from happening. After the connections are made, any excess wire can be coiled 
up and taped to a convenient area. 
 
The WHITE WIRE should be ground to the engine frame securely preventing loose due to engine 
vibration. Loose convenient bolt on the engine or frame then slip the solder between the engine and 
bolt head. Retighten bolt. 
 
Counter operation 
When the engine is started, the hour counter will start register and record the time. The display will 
indicate the accumulative operating time (in hours and tenth of an hour). The display will flash off and 
on for approximately 1 minute when the recorded time is 25 hours or in the multiple of 25 hours. This 
is to alert you that you have reached a service interval. Pressing reset on counter will stop flashing, but 
the counter will continue the hours of use up to 9999,9 hours. 
 
Warranty 
Eurogarden warrants that for a period of one year from the time of purchase it will repair or replace the 
Digital Hour Counter, Service Reminder, without charge, if it fails to function properly due to a f-
defect in workmanship or materials in the instrument. Damage caused to the wires and cables by 
improper care or use is expressly excluded from this warranty. 
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